


Join the Network That 

Captures and Celebrates the 
African American Experience 
& Culture. 

THE BEGINNING:  Founded in February 2003, this Columbus, OH based company found its niche as the newspaper and 

known for reporting on the positive aspects of the urban community.  Urban Trendsetters gained a national reputation as 

a respected, integrated communications boutique representing the urban lifestyle.  On our way here we became the Multi-
Cultural and Diversity Media Specialist of Central Ohio.  Our claim to fame is that we connect our clients to the 

community through events, email, social and digital marketing, as well as a media buyer for everything from radio to 

billboards and bus stops to street teams.   

 

UP NEXT:  The move to TV seemed to obvious.  Urban Trendsetters Television Network (UTS TV) the nations new over-

the-air (OTA) broadcast network. UTS TV represents our culture respectfully and authentically.  Our goal is to not compete 

with existing African American Networks, there is room for all of us.  Our goal is to ensure that black creatives have the 

opportunity to develop original great content, allow black businesses and entrepreneurs the chance to present their 

products and services on a national, regional and local level, and celebrate our culture.  UTS TV is a positive platform while 

staying unapologetically Black, BOLD and Beautiful.   
 OUR MOTTO:  

Let Us Put Your Business in the Streets! 



• 91% believe that Black media is more 
relevant to them 

• 81% believe that products advertised on 
Black media are more relevant to them 

• 78% would like to see more Black 
models/actors used in ads, and over half 
(51%) would purchase a product if the 
advertising portrayed Blacks positively 

• 77% believe that Black media has a 
better understanding of the needs and 
issues that affect them 

• 73% believe that Black media keeps 
them in touch with their heritage 

• 68% want to see more commercials 
directed specifically to Black audiences 

• 67% want to see more advertising 
targeting Black consumers 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AFRICAN 

AMERICANS & 

TELEVISION 



A NEW Television Experience 
begins here today! 
So what you going to do? 
JOIN US OF COURSE! 

The Journey Start Now 

2019 LAUNCH CALENDAR 
October 1, 2019 - Columbus, OH, on WCSN TV - 32 
October 15, 2019 - Toledo, OH on WMNT - 40 
October 15, 2019 - Baton Rouge, Louisiana on WLFT - 30 
October 15, 2019 - Dayton, OH  on WRCX - 40 
December 1, 2019 - Louisville, KY, on WBNA - 21  
December 1, 2019 - Nashville, TN, on WLLC -  42 
December 1, 2019 - Houston, TX. on KBPX -  46 



 

  

 

 

CLASSIC SOUL MATINEE / AFRICAN AMERICAN 
SHORT FILMS / DOCUMENTARIES  

 INDIE PASSPORT 

UTS TELEVISION HAS MOVIES   AND SO MUCH MORE!!! 
 

 

Black Movies – Whether its our Classic Soul Matinee or Trendy Pics the 
UTS TV network we know that the best black movies are favorites that 
explore African-American culture and themes. UTS TV viewers grew up 
waiting for and watching good, realistic representations of what life was 
like for black people in America. The top African American movies when 
released often dominate the box office back in the day much the same 
as they do today.  
 
Documentaries - Urban Trendsetters offers the best in Black 
documentaries, and historic interviews with some of our cultures 
Trendsetters, Musicians, Actors, Leaders, Athletes and Community 
Activist. 



Feeding the insatiable appetite for movie stars and entertainment news, [Entertainment Studios.TV] 
ES.TV brings viewers inside Hollywood. It’s a ticket to blockbuster premieres, red-carpet events, A-list 
actors and behind-the-scenes.  
 
ES.TV (the show): Our namesake program delivers a daily dose of celebrity interviews and Hollywood 
news, plus a comedy jam and a hit musical performance. 
 
 Entertainers With Byron Allen: Byron “opens his rolodex” of entertainment contacts and friends to 
bring viewers up-close and-personal with the biggest names in the industry. Consult your local cable or 
satellite provider to find this network in your area. Business  
 
Tip: Advertise UTS during ES.TV Entertainment Block news delivers an audience that skews young (18-
44) and multicultural (African-American index 129, Asian American 112, Other Non-Hispanic 114), with 
high incomes ($50K+).  
 
They are the ideal target for advertising movies. music, and other entertainment options. In 2018, 
America spent $41 billion at the box office, according to new data from the Motion Picture Association 
of America (MPAA). The growth was driven by a 7 percent surge in the United States and Canada to 
$11.9 billion — a record high.  Theatrical ticket sales were out-paced by home entertainment, which 
rose 16 percent to $55.7 billion. The increase was driven by digital spending, 
Where The Stars Shine Brightest 
The ET Studios Lifestyle Networks continue to grow! Up +27% 1stto 2nd 2018 with Adults 35+ (M-Su 12n-
7p) and +12% (M-Su 7p-1a)! In addition, the Lifestyle Networks increased +45% with Adults 25-54! (M-
Su 1a-3a).  Source: Nielsen, 1st& 2ndQtr. 2018 
 
Stellar Sunday – From the producers of The Stellar Awards, Stellar Sunday, is a fresh uplifting half hour 
series featuring the biggest stars in gospel music reflecting on their songs, motivations, and aspirations, 
including contemporary, urban, hip-hop and traditional gospel music artist. 

 

 
             YOUR ALL ACCESS PASS TO HOLLYWOOD 
 

7 DAYS A WEEK 



  

 

 

HERE COMES THE JUDGE!!! 

The Verdict Is In... 
JusticeCentral.TV features the sassiest and savviest judges in all of court television. And don’t just take our 
word for it: from the awards to ratings, the people are ruling in our favor. 
 
America’s Court With Judge Ross: With a previous stint at the L.A. Superior Court, Judge Ross is an Emmy®-
nominated expert at showing litigants how to coolly handle their altercations. 
 
Justice For All With Judge Cristina Perez: 3-time Emmy® Award winner and published author Judge Cristina 
Perez knows how to connect with her ever growing fan base. 
 
Justice With Judge Mablean: After a 7-year stint on Divorce Court, Judge Mablean returns to the bench and 
was nominated for a 2018 Emmy in Outstanding Legal Courtroom.   Ratings show the audience is happy to 
have her back. 
 
Supreme Justice With Judge Karen: Best known for her sassy personality and bold judgments, Judge Karen 
Mills-Francis boasts over 13 years of legal experience and is a successful published author. 
 
The Verdict With Judge Hatchett: This show is our newest court entry and is two-time Emmy®-nominated! 
 
Strictly business: more reasons to advertise during the UTS TV JusticeCentral.TV featured block 
Americans love court shows. When it comes to daytime TV, court shows deliver almost as many gross 
ratings points as all other talk shows combined, despite having far fewer time slots. And the number of 
prime time and late night/early morning viewers is also increasing. In terms of demographics, court show 
fans are multicultural and majority homeowners. 
The ES “Court Combo” averages almost 1.5 million homes per week*, airing on stations all across the 
country. *Source: Nielsen, 2ndQtr. 2018 



 
LIFESTYLE TELEVISION 

The Celebrity Edition of The Balancing Act airs Monday –Friday at on UTS TV. The celebrity 
edition will feature talk show legend and Military Makeover host Montel Williams, along with 
celebrity chef and restaurateur Ralph Pagano.   Additional co- hosts for the show include Reza 
Farahan, the Shahs of Sunset cast member and Caroline Manzo of Real Housewives of New 
Jersey.  Get celebrity perspectives on topics that matter to you, along with products and 
solutions for modern living. The Balancing Act celebrity edition will offer everything from 
delicious recipes, style makeovers and dream vacations to parenting tips and the latest in 
health and wealth. 
 
The Dr. Nandi TV - Show is a medical lifestyle show whose mission it is to improve the health 
of America and the world with compassion, empathy, and integrity. 
 
Business First With Angela Miles  - An entertaining daily news show that provides money tips 
and financial news for everyday people. The show, hosted by Grand Rapid native Angela Miles, 
is produced out of Chicago and airs on UTS TV Monday – Thursday at 8:00AM. 
 
Cityline - Hosted by Tracy Moore, Cityline is a daily talk shows that covers food, 
entertainment, home decor, fitness, and more. Watch Cityline weekdays at 10AM on UTS TV.  
 

 



 

 

 

RECIPE TV - Bon Appetite With Great Chefs And Dishes 
Recipe.TV brings together some of the world’s greatest culinary artists, from best-selling authors in Ireland to professional chefs in 
Beverly Hills. And it’s not just interviews — Recipe.TV provides a step-by-step look at how to make their signature dishes. 
Strictly business: more reasons to advertise on Recipe.TV 
The $1.25 trillion-dollar restaurant business receives the spotlight at Recipe.TV, with features on the finest establishments 
attracting high-income viewers from a diverse array of cultures. Add to that the booming “foodie” revolution — which includes 
both home gourmet cooking and culinary travel — and Recipe.TV offers a wealth of marketing opportunities. 
 
Beautiful Homes & Great Estates: It’s all about location, location, location! Every extraordinary property tells a great story, and 
BHGE provides an exclusive tour behind the dream house gates. From Diamond Head to Dublin to the most desirable homes of 
Beverly Hills, Beautiful Homes & Great Estates takes viewers far off the beaten path for exclusive views of amazing places and 
fabulous homes. 
 
REAL ESTATE TRENDS – UTS TV original and local programs highlights local Real Estate Agents and the listed properties they 
represent as well as FOR SALE BY OWNER. 
 
O THE GOODLIFE! It’s an indulgent journey that explores the world’s sexiest destinations of luxury hotels, upscale eateries, 
adventure hotspots and stunning homes. MyDESTINATION dedicated to travel, backed by a 16-time Emmy® Award winning 
producer, who takes you to remote locations and gives you the best tips to make your next vacation an event to remember. 
Escape with us on MyDESTINATION. 
Strictly business: more reasons to launch and advertise on MyDestination.TV 
While exotic destinations appeal to everyone, active travel enthusiasts are educated (significantly over-indexing in post-graduate 
education) and high income (particularly in the $250,000+ category). Because of their jet-setting lifestyle, they also make the 
perfect marketing target for airlines, hotels, cruises, smartphones and other travel electronics, luggage, credit cards, and more. 
 
 Business Tip: Advertise on MyDESTINATION.TV According to The U.S. Travel Association • Direct spending on leisure travel by 
domestic and international travelers totaled $761.7 billion in 2018. • Spending on leisure travel generated $117.4 billion in tax 
revenue. • 4 out of 5 domestic trips taken are for leisure purposes (80%). • U.S. residents logged 1.8 billion for leisure purposes in 
2018. Tap into the Billion-Dollar travel and vacation industry and showcase your brand. 

THE GOOD LIFE! 

 



  

CRIME / DRAMA / REALITY  

 

 

 FORSENSIC FILES - A series featuring detailed accounts on how notable crimes and 
diseases were solved through forensic science. 
 
INTERVENTION - This reality television show features all different types of addictions 
(drugs, alcohol, eating disorders, etc) and real people living with them on a day to day 
basis. Each show features one or two different types of addicts, follows them around to 
view their lifestyle and how it affects those around them. At the end, an interventionist is 
brought in and family and friends tell the addict why they want them to get help. 
 
THE LISTENER - The series stars Craig Olejnik as Toby Logan, a paramedic with telepathic 
powers, who finds himself consulting with law enforcement to make a change in the 
world by helping others while listening to the thoughts of victims and criminals, and 
seeing images that they saw. 
 



Car television shows have come a long way over years. From the previous 
drought of anything car-related but entertaining on American television, UTS 
TV is bringing back the thrills behind the wheels. 
 
To help car enthusiast and potential buyers find the best way to see all the 
latest cars being driven to the max, check out the UTS Auto Trends lineup. 
 
CARS TV - Emmy® Winner for Outstanding Lifestyle Program, CARS.TV delivers a 
full-speed, front-seat to the latest designs and innovations, racing and 
restorations. From under the hood to the checkered flag at the track, viewers 
get an insider’s look at private collections (Jay Leno, Jerry Seinfeld, John Cena 
and others), exclusive auctions across the country, and car show premieres 
around the world. Consult your local cable or satellite provider to find this 
network in your area.  
 
AUTO TRENDS – UTS TV shines the spotlight on local car dealers and their deals 
of the week. 
 
 
Business Tip: Advertise on CARS.TV Automotive programming attracts men, 
ages 25-54, who are college grads with an average income of $93,000. This 
audience over-indexes in income, education, home-ownership, and 
employment. Most significantly, these car enthusiasts significantly over-index in 
plans to buy a new vehicle.  
 
Since car advertising accounts for 11% of the total national ad sales market — 
and 25-30% of the local market (making it the #1 ad category overall) — 
CARS.TV provides the perfect match of content, enthusiasts, and sponsors. 
 

THE AUTOMOBILE INDUSTRY IS BOOMIN!! 



OF COURSE WE HAVE SPORTS! 

The American Athlete - About 12 in every 30 people scope out sports on the internet 
daily. By tuning in to “The American Athlete,” viewers will go beyond the game and 
get some one-on-one time with the professional athletes they love. In this 
documentary sports program, legendary athletes like Michael Jordan, Jeff Gordon, 
Wayne Gretzky, Shaquille O’Neal, and other hall-of-famers share their stories, 
secrets, successes, and strategies. 
 
HBCU To You!  – UTS TV will go behind the scenes of some of America’s Best HBCU’s 
sports, homecoming celebrations and interview the players, coaches and students 
that make HBCU’s great! 
 
Columbus Hard Knocks – Starting from the beginning.  Columbus Hard Knocks is a 
weekly 30-minute program that goes behind the scenes and games of our favorite 
community little league teams. 



URBAN TRENDSETTERS TV TRENDSETTERS FEATURES 

  

NATIONAL AND LOCAL PROGRAMMING 

 

Children & Youth Television 

 

 

 CAREER DAY 
It’s not about what they do, it’s about who they are. Viewers will meet people who actually 
love their jobs in this children’s series dedicated to prolific professionals. “Career Day” clocks 
in for the day with all types of vocations — from a circus choreographer to a cake decorator 
and a DJ to a doll designer. 
 
YOUNG ICONS 
In this children’s TV sequence, courageous kids and talented teenagers show viewers just 
what it takes to be a young icon in today’s world. Whether they’re eight years old or just 
getting their learner’s permit, the drive and ambition of these juniors is sure to inspire. 
 
PET TV - WE LOVE ANIMALS!  
They are part of the family! Since the dawn of humanity, pets have protected us, given us 
companionship and added to the head-count in our tribes and households. PETS.TV is 
dedicated to these amazing creatures large and small, furry and scaled in every walk of life. 
Produced by 16-time Emmy® Award winning producer, Lisa-Renee Ramirez, PETS.TV is a 
masterful exhibition of critters and everything about them. Viewers can Just Ask the Pet Vet 
or ride along for an episode of Animal Control Patrol. Whether it’s a story of suspense or 
heartwarming furry fun, pet lovers will get-their-fix in all things animals and indulge in their 
wild side. 
 
BLACK COLLEGE QUIZ -  The quiz show series features HBCU College students from around 
the country showcasing their knowledge and skill of African-American history. This weekly, 
half-hour series has featured over 50 HBCU schools since its inception and awarded over 
$500,000 dollars in scholarships. 
 



URBAN TRENDSETTERS TV TRENDSETTERS FEATURES 

  

ORIGINAL AND LOCAL PROGRAMMING 
 

*UTS Unplugged 
*Fit & Trendy  
*Our City  
*Community News 
*Trendy Palate 
*Profiles of Success 
 
 

*UTS On Deck 

*Tech Trends 
*In the Kitchen With Cobre’  
*Fashion & Beauty Trends 
*Travel Trends 
*Young & Trendy 
 

*Minding My Business 
*The Inside Job  

*Home & Style Trends 
*The CEO Show 
*Senior Trends 
*UTS BE TV 
 

UTS TV is a national broadcast network with a local appeal.  In each market we 
serve we strive to give our channel affiliates the ability to create local 
programming for their community and create hometown television celebrities 
and stars.   



Contact Us! 

Our goal at Urban Trendsetters is to fill the void and lack of 
representation of African Americans, women and other 

minorities in media, creative content creation and distribution.   
 

Urban Trendsetters Television is excited to work with the 
communities we serve to create local programming and media 

outlet to your area.  
For more information contact your Urban Trendsetters 

Account Representative or call 614-526-8871  
Email: info@urbantrendsetters.com  

Submit ideas and content: submissions@utstv.com 
Mailing Address: 

1166 Cleveland Avenue 
Columbus, OH   43201 

www.utstv.com   
 www.urbantrendsetters.com  

 

Sharon S. Gordon, Founder / CEO 

mailto:info@urbantrendsetters.com
mailto:submissions@utstv.com
http://www.utstv.com/
http://www.urbantrendsetters.com/

